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X-‐ray	  study	  of	  the	  dark	  side	  of	  
the	  universe	
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1. X-‐ray	  clusters	  
2. Dark	  energy	  
3. Dark	  maCer	  
4. Dark	  baryon	  
5. ASTRO-‐H	  
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Clusters	  of	  galaxies	

•  Useful	  cosmological	  probe	  
–  Carrying	  iniMal	  condiMon	  in	  the	  early	  universe	  
–  Structure	  is	  relaMvely	  simple	  and	  common	  to	  many	  
systems	  

•  Full	  of	  informaMon	  
– GravitaMonal	  structure	  (Dark	  maCer	  distribuMon)	  
–  Baryon	  vs	  dark	  maCer	  raMo	  
–  Power	  spectrum	  in	  large	  scales	  
–  Chemical	  evoluMon	  of	  the	  universe	  
– High	  energy	  processes	  (merger	  shocks)	
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X-‐ray	  clusters	
•  Brightest	  objects	  in	  the	  universe	  

–  Comparable	  to	  bright	  quasars	  
– Observable	  to	  redshiX	  >	  1	  

•  Emission	  lines	  from	  many	  elements	  
•  Hot	  gas	  is	  opMcally	  thin	  and	  3-‐dimensioanl	  
structure	  can	  be	  recognized	  

•  Spherical	  symmetry	  is	  good	  approximaMon	  
•  Temperatures	  are	  2	  –	  10	  keV,	  and	  the	  radiaMon	  
can	  be	  covered	  with	  standard	  X-‐ray	  detectors	
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60%!core!collapse!
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Cluster	  constraint	  on	  dark	  energy	94 第 11章 銀河間物質と銀河団宇宙論

図 11.11: 右図で上段は銀河
団の質量関数のChandraによ
る観測結果とモデルの予想の
合い具合を、2種類の宇宙論モ
デルについて比較したもの。
左はダークエネルギーのある
場合 (ΩΛ = 0.75)、右は無い
場合 (ΩΛ = 0)であり、観測結
果は左のモデルとよく合う。
下段は fgasの観測結果で、同
じ 2 つの宇宙論モデルと比
較すると、ダークエネルギー
がある方が fgas が z に対し
て一定になることがわかる。
(Vikhlinin et al., 2009)
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Figure 9
Examples of cluster data used in recent cosmological work. (a,b) Measured mass functions of clusters at low
and high redshifts are compared with predictions of a flat, !CDM model and an open model without dark
energy (from Vikhlinin et al. 2009b). (c,d ) fgas(z) measurements for relaxed clusters are compared for a flat
!CDM model (consistent with the expectation of no evolution) and a flat model with no dark energy
(from Allen et al. 2008). For purposes of illustration, cosmology-dependent derived quantities are shown
(mass and fgas); in practice, model predictions are compared with cosmology-independent measurements.

The results obtained by these three groups on flat !CDM and constant w models are sum-
marized in Table 2. Note that, for the two works that fit w models, the results on "m and σ 8 are
dominated by the low-redshift data and, so, are not degraded noticeably by the introduction of
w as a free parameter; thus, all three sets of constraints are directly comparable. The agreement
between the different works, as well as others listed in Table 2, is encouraging; in particular, the
close agreement in the constraints on σ 8 reflects the relatively recent convergence in cluster mass
estimates using different techniques and our improved understanding of the relevant systemat-
ics (Section 3.3; see also, e.g., Henry et al. 2009). Importantly, the concordance !CDM model
provides an acceptable fit to the data in each case.
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和がほぼ一定でなければならないというのが観測からの制限。一方、CMBの方は宇宙初期のゆらぎ
だけが観測の制限であり、現在のゆらぎ (つまり銀河団の個数)は入らない。よって、もし物質が多け
れば、それに応じてゆらぎの振幅も大きくなるはずだから、σ8と Ωm は正の相関となる。結果とし
て、2つの観測はほぼ直交する形で、パラメータを効率よく狭い領域に制限できるわけである。

図 11.12: 左は、銀河団カウ
ントと WMAP による CMB
のゆらぎの観測を組み合わせ
て、σ8とΩmが決まる様子。
右は、ダークエネルギーの状
態方程式のパラメータ w と
Ωmの関係が多くの観測を組
み合わせて −1.0の近くに絞
り込まれる様子。
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Figure 10
(a) Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions for the mean matter density and perturbation amplitude from the abundance of clusters
in the MaxBCG sample (z < 0.3) compared to those from WMAP data (Dunkley et al. 2009) for spatially flat !CDM models. The joint
constraints from the combination of the two data sets are also shown. From Rozo et al. (2010). (b) Constraints on the dark energy
density and equation of state from the abundance and growth of clusters in the 400 Square Degree sample (z < 0.9) compared with
those from WMAP, SNIa (Davis et al. 2007), and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) (Eisenstein et al. 2005, Percival et al. 2007) for
spatially flat, constant w models. Note that, contrary to the convention followed in the other figures, the shaded regions in panel b
indicate only 39.3% confidence. The tight constraints from WMAP compared to Figure 11 result from the fact that a simplified
analysis was used, in particular neglecting the influence of dark energy on the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect (e.g., Spergel et al. 2007).
From Vikhlinin et al. (2009b).

but both groups demonstrate consistency with results from the WMAP satellite (Komatsu et al.
2011). Neither group has yet obtained simultaneous constraints on cosmology and the relevant
SZ scaling relation, making their final error budgets strongly dependent on the priors chosen to
constrain the scaling relation.

4.1.3. Scaling relations. To obtain scaling relations appropriate for constraining cosmology, the
analysis of the two must be simultaneous and must account properly for the influence of the survey
selection function (e.g., Stanek et al. 2006, Sahlén et al. 2009) and the cluster mass function, as in
Mantz et al. (2010a; see also Sections 4.1.1 and 2.5.1). Some researchers have included corrections
for the expected Malmquist bias given a flux limit or selection function (Pacaud et al. 2007, Pratt
et al. 2009, Vikhlinin et al. 2009a), but most analyses of scaling relations in the literature employ
least-squares regression without detailed consideration of sample selection. Because various cluster
samples, with different selection functions, have been used, it is not surprising that results on the
slopes, scatters, and evolution of the scaling relations have varied widely compared to the formal
uncertainties. Another statistical issue is that the covariance that comes about when the scaling
quantities are measured from the same observations, for example temperature and hydrostatic
masses from X-ray data, is commonly ignored (see Section 7).

The method used to estimate masses has also varied. Most researchers have used the assumption
of hydrostatic equilibrium applied to X-ray data, regardless of the dynamical state of the cluster,
which must introduce spurious scatter due to departures from equilibrium and nonthermal support
(e.g., Nagai, Vikhlinin & Kravtsov 2007). More recently, mass proxies such as gas mass (e.g., Mantz
et al. 2010a) and X-ray thermal energy (YX; e.g., Maughan 2007, Pratt et al. 2009, Vikhlinin et al.
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Figure 11
Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions for the dark energy equation of state and mean matter density (a) or perturbation amplitude
(b) from the abundance and growth of ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) clusters at z < 0.5 (Mantz et al. 2010b) and fgas measurements at
z < 1.1 (Allen et al. 2008), compared with those from Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) (Dunkley et al. 2009), SNIa
(Kowalski et al. 2008) and baryon acoustic oscillations (BAO) (Percival et al. 2010) for spatially flat, constant w models. Combined
results from RASS clusters and WMAP are shown in gray in panel b; gold contours in both panels show the combination of all data sets.
The BAO-only constraint differs from that in Figure 10 due to the use of different priors. Adapted from Mantz et al. (2010b; the BAO
constraints in panel a have been updated to reflect more recent data).

2009a, Andersson et al. 2010), or gravitational lensing signal (e.g., Hoekstra 2007, Johnston et al.
2007, Rykoff et al. 2008, Leauthaud et al. 2010, Okabe et al. 2010) have been employed.

These variations in mass estimation and analysis methods, in addition to changes to instrument
calibration over the years, make a comprehensive and fair census of scaling relation results prob-
lematic. Here, we focus on the cosmological importance of scaling relation measurements, citing
examples from recent work where the issues mentioned above are at least partially mitigated.

For X-ray and SZ observables, under the assumption of strict self-similarity (no additional
heating or cooling), Kaiser (1986) derived specific slopes and redshift dependences for the power-
law form of Equation 16:

Lbol

E(z)
∝ [E(z)M ]4/3,

kTmw ∝ [E(z)M ]2/3,

E(z)Y ∝ [E(z)M ]5/3,

(24)

where the factors of E(z) = H (z)/H 0 are appropriate for measurements made at a fixed critical-
overdensity radius. The subscripts bol and mw reflect the fact that these predictions apply to
the bolometric luminosity and mass-weighted temperature. Optical richness is more complex to
predict, but empirical studies that map galaxies to subhalos in simulations support a power-law
richness-mass relation for groups and clusters (Conroy & Wechsler 2009).

Figures 12 and 13 show a few examples of recent scaling relation measurements. Leauthaud
et al. (2010) present a M − LX relation for X-ray-selected clusters in the Comological Evolution
Survey (COSMOS) field by measuring stacked weak lensing masses (Figure 12a). Under the
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図 11.12の右は多くの観測を合わせることで、ダークエネルギーの状態方程式のパラメータ p = wρの
wを決める例。ここで使われている、BAO (Baryon Acoustic Oscillation)とは銀河サーベイ観測 (SDSS
など)をもとに、銀河の二点相関関数を作ると、140 Mpcほどのスケールに相関のピークが出るもので
ある。これは、大まかには宇宙が晴れ上がったときのホライズンのオーダーを表し、宇宙論パラメー
タを変えると、ピークのスケールや高さが変わるため、一種のものさしとして宇宙論を制限する観測
量である。

ΩΛ	  =	  0.75,	  flat	 ΩΛ	  =	  0,	  open	

Vikhlinin	  et	  al.	  09	

Allen	  et	  al.	  08	

•  S.	  Allen	  et	  al.	  2011:	  
	  a	  review	  

•  Cluster	  mass	  
funcMon:	  
distribuMons	  of	  
distant	  and	  local	  
clusters	  define	  
growth	  speed	  

•  Gas	  mass	  fracMon:	  
First	  proposed	  by	  S.	  
Sasaki	  (96).	  
Constancy	  of	  fgas	  
defines	  cosmology	  
(Mgas	  ∝	  d5/2,	  	  
	  	  	  	  Mtotal	  ∝	  d)	

ΩΛ	  =	  0,	  flat	ΩΛ	  =	  0.7,	  flat	
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Cluster	  constraints	
48 第 6章 高温の銀河間ガス
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Figure 15: Left: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions on ΛCDM models with curvature from cluster
fgas data at z < 1.1, compared with those from CMB data (Spergel et al. 2007) and SNIa (Davis et al.
2007). Inner, gold contours show results from the combination of these data. Right: fgas values as a function
of ICM temperature. The measurements are consistent with a constant value over the temperature range
explored (5 keV < kTX < 15 keV). From Allen et al. (2008).

constant fgas with mass is realized. At lower temperature and mass (extending to the group scale), a trend
of increasing fgas with temperature and mass is observed (e.g. Sun et al. 2009).

Ettori et al. (2009) have also applied X-ray data to the fgas test, using Chandra measurements at r500 for
52 clusters in the redshift range 0.3 < z < 1.3, adopting similar priors on h and Ωbh2 and marginalizing over
a prior on Υ (assumed constant with redshift). However, their data set was not restricted to dynamically
relaxed systems, resulting in significantly weaker constraints (Table 2).

LaRoque et al. (2006) employed Chandra X-ray and OVRO/BIMA SZ observations of 38 clusters in
the redshift range 0.14 < z < 0.89 (with no restriction dynamically relaxed systems), finding fgas values
consistent with previous X-ray work. (Their analysis did not take advantage of the relative normalization
of the X-ray and SZ signals to simultaneously provide a second distance constraint; see Section 4.3.) They
adopted the simpler approach of assuming constant fgas and marginalizing over its value, incorporating a
WMAP prior on the total density, Ωm +ΩΛ. Although this explicitly ignores the information available from
the normalization of fgas(z), their results clearly disfavor a dark matter dominated universe, preferring a
low-density universe with dark energy (Table 2).

4.3 XSZ Distances

The different dependence on distance of the gas density inferred from X-ray and SZ observations of clusters
can be exploited in a conceptually similar way to fgas data (Section 2.2.3). The most recent contribution is
that of Bonamente et al. (2006), who measured distances to 38 clusters at redshifts 0.14 < z < 0.89. This
cosmological test is intrinsically less sensitive to distance than the fgas test, with the signal proportional only
to dA(z)1/2 (Equation 11), and currently can constrain only one free parameter. Assuming spatial flatness
and fixing Ωm = 0.3, Bonamente et al. (2006) obtained a constraint on the Hubble parameter, h = 0.77+0.11

−0.09,
consistent with results from other data such as the Hubble Key Project (Freedman et al. 2001) or the
combination of fgas and CMB data (Allen et al. 2008). We note that other works using the same method
have typically found somewhat lower best fitting values (h = 0.6–0.7; e.g. Grainge et al. 2002; Schmidt,
Allen & Fabian 2004), but these discrepancies are not significant given the systematic uncertainties.

4.4 High-Multipole CMB Power Spectrum

The CMB temperature power spectrum at multipoles ℓ >
∼ 1000 encodes the thermal SZ signature of unresolved

clusters at all masses and redshifts (Section 2.2.4). Although the primary CMB power decreases rapidly at
these scales, extracting this cosmological information from the tSZ spectrum has proved challenging due to
uncertainties in, e.g., the relevant observable–mass scaling relation at low masses and high redshifts; the

34

図 6.11: 3種類の観測を組み合わることによる宇
宙論パラメータへの制限。銀河団はΩmを直接制
限する。

Figure 16: Left: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions for constant w models, using cluster growth
(XLF; Mantz et al. 2010b) and fgas (Allen et al. 2008) data and their combination (green contours). These
cluster data provide a 15% precision constraint on w (w = −1.06± 0.15) without incorporating CMB, SNIa
or BAO data. Right: Constraints on parameters of the evolving w dark energy model in Equation 6 from
the combination of cluster growth and WMAP (Dunkley et al. 2009) data (gray), and with the addition of
cluster fgas, SNIa (Kowalski et al. 2008) and BAO (Percival et al. 2007) data (gold). The ΛCDM model
(w(z) = −1) corresponds to the black cross. From Mantz et al. (2010b).

population of infrared and radio point sources; the magnitude of the integrated kinetic SZ effect; and the
form of the electron pressure profile at large cluster radii, where it is poorly constrained by current X-ray
data (Sehgal et al. 2010; Section 6.3). The WMAP, SPT and ACT collaborations have all detected excess
power at large multipoles, ℓ >

∼ 3000. Subject to the systematic uncertainties mentioned, their results are
broadly in agreement, and are consistent with estimates of σ8 obtained from studies of resolved clusters and
the primary CMB (Dunkley et al. 2010; Lueker et al. 2010; Komatsu et al. 2011).

4.5 Evolving Dark Energy Models

As discussed above, current cluster growth and fgas data can constrain spatially flat models with constant
w, finding consistency with the cosmological constant model (w = −1). Constraints on constant w models
from the combination of these cluster data are shown in the left panel of Figure 16. To go beyond this
simple description of dark energy, it is necessary to include cosmological data from additional sources in the
analysis.

Equation 6 provides a simple and commonly adopted model of evolving dark energy, in which the equation
of state takes the value w0 at z = 0 and approaches w0+wa at high redshift. Constraints on this model were
obtained from cluster growth data by Vikhlinin et al. (2009b) and Mantz et al. (2010b), assuming spatial
flatness and in combination with external CMB, SNIa and BAO (and fgas, in the case of Mantz et al.) data.
In both studies, the results are consistent with the ΛCDM model (w0 = −1 and wa = 0; right panel of
Figure 16).

A slightly more general model due to Rapetti, Allen & Weller (2005),

w(z) =
wetz + w0zt

z + zt
, (25)

also makes a smooth transition from one value at the present day (w0) to another at early times (wet), but
has the advantage that the transition redshift, zt, can be marginalized over. (When zt = 1, Equation 25
reduces to Equation 6 with wa = wet − w0.) Mantz et al. (2010b) used the data sets above to obtain
w0 = −0.88± 0.21 and wet = −1.05+0.20

−0.36, again consistent with ΛCDM.
Absent a concrete physical model for dark energy, phenomenological models of evolving dark energy can

take any form; for example, one possibility that has not yet been investigated using cluster data expands w(z)
in principal components (e.g. Mortonson, Hu & Huterer 2010). Although these ad-hoc descriptions of dark

35

図 6.12: ダークエネルギーの進化についてのパ
ラメータ wが銀河団と他の観測を組み合わせる
ことで制限される。スケールパラメータ aとし
て w(a) = w0 + wa(1 − a) というモデルを考え、
w0 = −1, wa = 0が宇宙定数に一致する。

タであるが、銀河団や SN Iaのサンプルが増えるに従って、制限領域は狭まりつつある。

ダークエネルギーのエネルギー密度 ρと圧力 pを結ぶ状態方程式を

p = wρ

と表し、wはダークエネルギーの状態方程式パラメータと呼ばれる。物質は w = 0、光子は w = 1/3に
対応する。アインシュタインが導入した宇宙定数Λは、式の上で定常宇宙 (スケールファクター a = 1
で一定) を実現できるような定数項である。重力を及ぼす通常物質とは逆に加速膨張を引き起こし、
正のエネルギー密度と負の圧力を持つ。宇宙膨張を記述する式

ä
a
= −4πG

3c2 (ρ + 3p)

の右辺を正にするためには、圧力は負となる必要がある。このΛのエネルギー運動量テンソルへの寄
与は、p = −ρという形になり w = −1という一定値が期待される。観測的には銀河団、超新星、CMB
を組み合わせることで wを制限しようとしており、図 6.12に示すように w0 = −1, wa = 0と合う結果
になっていて、宇宙定数との矛盾がない。今後精度をあげた観測で、−1からのズレが見つかるかど
うか、さらに赤方偏移に関して wが一定かどうかが注目される。
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Figure 15: Left: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions on ΛCDM models with curvature from cluster
fgas data at z < 1.1, compared with those from CMB data (Spergel et al. 2007) and SNIa (Davis et al.
2007). Inner, gold contours show results from the combination of these data. Right: fgas values as a function
of ICM temperature. The measurements are consistent with a constant value over the temperature range
explored (5 keV < kTX < 15 keV). From Allen et al. (2008).

constant fgas with mass is realized. At lower temperature and mass (extending to the group scale), a trend
of increasing fgas with temperature and mass is observed (e.g. Sun et al. 2009).

Ettori et al. (2009) have also applied X-ray data to the fgas test, using Chandra measurements at r500 for
52 clusters in the redshift range 0.3 < z < 1.3, adopting similar priors on h and Ωbh2 and marginalizing over
a prior on Υ (assumed constant with redshift). However, their data set was not restricted to dynamically
relaxed systems, resulting in significantly weaker constraints (Table 2).

LaRoque et al. (2006) employed Chandra X-ray and OVRO/BIMA SZ observations of 38 clusters in
the redshift range 0.14 < z < 0.89 (with no restriction dynamically relaxed systems), finding fgas values
consistent with previous X-ray work. (Their analysis did not take advantage of the relative normalization
of the X-ray and SZ signals to simultaneously provide a second distance constraint; see Section 4.3.) They
adopted the simpler approach of assuming constant fgas and marginalizing over its value, incorporating a
WMAP prior on the total density, Ωm +ΩΛ. Although this explicitly ignores the information available from
the normalization of fgas(z), their results clearly disfavor a dark matter dominated universe, preferring a
low-density universe with dark energy (Table 2).

4.3 XSZ Distances

The different dependence on distance of the gas density inferred from X-ray and SZ observations of clusters
can be exploited in a conceptually similar way to fgas data (Section 2.2.3). The most recent contribution is
that of Bonamente et al. (2006), who measured distances to 38 clusters at redshifts 0.14 < z < 0.89. This
cosmological test is intrinsically less sensitive to distance than the fgas test, with the signal proportional only
to dA(z)1/2 (Equation 11), and currently can constrain only one free parameter. Assuming spatial flatness
and fixing Ωm = 0.3, Bonamente et al. (2006) obtained a constraint on the Hubble parameter, h = 0.77+0.11

−0.09,
consistent with results from other data such as the Hubble Key Project (Freedman et al. 2001) or the
combination of fgas and CMB data (Allen et al. 2008). We note that other works using the same method
have typically found somewhat lower best fitting values (h = 0.6–0.7; e.g. Grainge et al. 2002; Schmidt,
Allen & Fabian 2004), but these discrepancies are not significant given the systematic uncertainties.

4.4 High-Multipole CMB Power Spectrum

The CMB temperature power spectrum at multipoles ℓ >
∼ 1000 encodes the thermal SZ signature of unresolved

clusters at all masses and redshifts (Section 2.2.4). Although the primary CMB power decreases rapidly at
these scales, extracting this cosmological information from the tSZ spectrum has proved challenging due to
uncertainties in, e.g., the relevant observable–mass scaling relation at low masses and high redshifts; the
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図 6.11: 3種類の観測を組み合わることによる宇
宙論パラメータへの制限。銀河団はΩmを直接制
限する。

Figure 16: Left: Joint 68.3% and 95.4% confidence regions for constant w models, using cluster growth
(XLF; Mantz et al. 2010b) and fgas (Allen et al. 2008) data and their combination (green contours). These
cluster data provide a 15% precision constraint on w (w = −1.06± 0.15) without incorporating CMB, SNIa
or BAO data. Right: Constraints on parameters of the evolving w dark energy model in Equation 6 from
the combination of cluster growth and WMAP (Dunkley et al. 2009) data (gray), and with the addition of
cluster fgas, SNIa (Kowalski et al. 2008) and BAO (Percival et al. 2007) data (gold). The ΛCDM model
(w(z) = −1) corresponds to the black cross. From Mantz et al. (2010b).

population of infrared and radio point sources; the magnitude of the integrated kinetic SZ effect; and the
form of the electron pressure profile at large cluster radii, where it is poorly constrained by current X-ray
data (Sehgal et al. 2010; Section 6.3). The WMAP, SPT and ACT collaborations have all detected excess
power at large multipoles, ℓ >

∼ 3000. Subject to the systematic uncertainties mentioned, their results are
broadly in agreement, and are consistent with estimates of σ8 obtained from studies of resolved clusters and
the primary CMB (Dunkley et al. 2010; Lueker et al. 2010; Komatsu et al. 2011).

4.5 Evolving Dark Energy Models

As discussed above, current cluster growth and fgas data can constrain spatially flat models with constant
w, finding consistency with the cosmological constant model (w = −1). Constraints on constant w models
from the combination of these cluster data are shown in the left panel of Figure 16. To go beyond this
simple description of dark energy, it is necessary to include cosmological data from additional sources in the
analysis.

Equation 6 provides a simple and commonly adopted model of evolving dark energy, in which the equation
of state takes the value w0 at z = 0 and approaches w0+wa at high redshift. Constraints on this model were
obtained from cluster growth data by Vikhlinin et al. (2009b) and Mantz et al. (2010b), assuming spatial
flatness and in combination with external CMB, SNIa and BAO (and fgas, in the case of Mantz et al.) data.
In both studies, the results are consistent with the ΛCDM model (w0 = −1 and wa = 0; right panel of
Figure 16).

A slightly more general model due to Rapetti, Allen & Weller (2005),

w(z) =
wetz + w0zt

z + zt
, (25)

also makes a smooth transition from one value at the present day (w0) to another at early times (wet), but
has the advantage that the transition redshift, zt, can be marginalized over. (When zt = 1, Equation 25
reduces to Equation 6 with wa = wet − w0.) Mantz et al. (2010b) used the data sets above to obtain
w0 = −0.88± 0.21 and wet = −1.05+0.20

−0.36, again consistent with ΛCDM.
Absent a concrete physical model for dark energy, phenomenological models of evolving dark energy can

take any form; for example, one possibility that has not yet been investigated using cluster data expands w(z)
in principal components (e.g. Mortonson, Hu & Huterer 2010). Although these ad-hoc descriptions of dark
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図 6.12: ダークエネルギーの進化についてのパ
ラメータ wが銀河団と他の観測を組み合わせる
ことで制限される。スケールパラメータ aとし
て w(a) = w0 + wa(1 − a) というモデルを考え、
w0 = −1, wa = 0が宇宙定数に一致する。

タであるが、銀河団や SN Iaのサンプルが増えるに従って、制限領域は狭まりつつある。

ダークエネルギーのエネルギー密度 ρと圧力 pを結ぶ状態方程式を

p = wρ

と表し、wはダークエネルギーの状態方程式パラメータと呼ばれる。物質は w = 0、光子は w = 1/3に
対応する。アインシュタインが導入した宇宙定数Λは、式の上で定常宇宙 (スケールファクター a = 1
で一定) を実現できるような定数項である。重力を及ぼす通常物質とは逆に加速膨張を引き起こし、
正のエネルギー密度と負の圧力を持つ。宇宙膨張を記述する式

ä
a
= −4πG

3c2 (ρ + 3p)

の右辺を正にするためには、圧力は負となる必要がある。このΛのエネルギー運動量テンソルへの寄
与は、p = −ρという形になり w = −1という一定値が期待される。観測的には銀河団、超新星、CMB
を組み合わせることで wを制限しようとしており、図 6.12に示すように w0 = −1, wa = 0と合う結果
になっていて、宇宙定数との矛盾がない。今後精度をあげた観測で、−1からのズレが見つかるかど
うか、さらに赤方偏移に関して wが一定かどうかが注目される。

w(a) = w0 +wa (1− a)
with	  scale	  paramter	  a	

Clusters	  give	  MBaryon/MDM,	  so	  Ωm	  is	  
constrained	  using	  ΩB	  from	  other	  
observaMons 	

Wa	

W0	
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eROSITA	  (early	  2017)	
•  All-‐sky	  survey	  of	  X-‐ray	  AGN	  and	  

clusters,	  with	  30	  Mmes	  higher	  
sensiMvity	  than	  ROSAT	  

•  105	  clusters	  out	  to	  z	  >	  1	  (several	  
hundred	  to	  z	  =	  1.5),	  and	  3	  x	  106	  AGNs	  
will	  be	  detected	  

•  Constraining	  the	  dark	  energy	  is	  the	  
main	  purpose	  

•  All	  sky	  data	  will	  be	  evenly	  divided	  by	  
Germany	  and	  Russia	

Astron. Nachr. /AN 335, No. 5, 517 – 522 (2014) / DOI 10.1002/asna.201412059
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eROSITA (extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Array) is the core instrument on the Russian/German

Spektrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG) mission which is currently scheduled for launch late 2015/early 2016. eROSITA will

perform a deep survey of the entire X-ray sky. In the soft band (0.5–2 keV), it will be about 30 times more sensitive than

ROSAT, while in the hard band (2–8 keV) it will provide the first ever true imaging survey of the sky. The design driving

science is the detection of large samples of galaxy clusters to redshifts z > 1 in order to study the large scale structure in

the universe and test cosmological models including dark energy. In addition, eROSITA is expected to yield a sample of a

few million active galactic nuclei, including obscured objects, revolutionizing our view of the evolution of supermassive

black holes. The survey will also provide new insights into a wide range of astrophysical phenomena, including X-ray

binaries, active stars, and diffuse emission within the Galaxy. eROSITA is currently (Jan 2014) in its flight model and

calibration phase. All seven flight mirror modules (plus one spare) have been delivered and measured in X-rays. The first

camera including the complete electronics has been extensively tested. So far, all subsystems and components are well

within the expected performance.

c⃝ 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

1 Mission overview

The Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma (SRG) Mission is a
Russian-German astrophysical observatory, comprising two
X-ray telescopes (Fig. 1): The Max-Planck-Institut für Ex-
traterrestrische Physik (MPE), Germany, is responsible for
the development of the primary payload eROSITA (ex-
tended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telescope Ar-
ray). The second instrument is the Astronomical Roentgen
Telescope–X-ray Concentrator (ART-XC), an X-ray mir-
ror telescope with a harder response than eROSITA. The
ART-XC instrument is being developed by the Russian
Space Research Institute (IKI) and the All-Russian Scien-
tific Research Institute for Experimental Physics VNIIEF
(Pavlinsky et al. 2013). The X-ray mirrors for the ART-
XC instrument are fabricated by VNIIEF and by the Mar-
shall Space Flight Center in Huntsville/Al ( Gubarev et al.
2013). The scientific payload is housed on the spacecraft-
platform ”Navigator”, build by Lavochkin Association in
Khimki near Moscow. Navigator has been developed as a
universal medium-class platform for scientific missions to
be launched into different orbits. Navigator platforms are
now in service on the Elektro-L mission (since January
2011) and the Spektr-R mission (since July 2011).

Spectrum-RG will be launched in late 2015 / early
2016 from Baikonur in Kazakhstan and delivered to the La-
grangian point L2 using the Zenit-SB rocket and Fregat-SB
booster (Fig. 2).

⋆ Corresponding author: predehl@mpe.mpg.de

Fig. 1 Navigator platform with the Russian instrument ART-XC

in front and eROSITA (courtesy Lavochkin Association).

The SRG observing program is divided into three stages
over the 7.5-year mission lifetime: The first ≃ 100 days dur-
ing the cruise to L2 will be devoted to the checkout of space-
craft and instruments, in-flight calibrations, and an early sci-
ence verification phase. The next four years of operation,
SRG will perform a deep survey of the entire X-ray sky.
During this survey phase, the spacecraft is permanently ro-
tating around an axis pointing towards the sun, or near the
sun in order to avoid an overexposure at the ecliptic poles
(where all scan circles overlap). The duration of one revolu-
tion will be approximately 4 hours. Since the whole sky is
covered every half year, a total of eight scans will be com-
pleted after the four years. The all-sky survey program will
be followed by 3 years of pointed observations, with open

c⃝ 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

eROSITA	  on	  board	  SRG,	  to	  
be	  launched	  by	  Russia	

Astron. Nachr. / AN (2012) 791

over the whole field of view, it improves the sharpness of
the X-ray imaging by a factor of 3 in linear scale.

With the wide redshift coverage of eROSITA clusters of
galaxies also become sensitive probes of dark energy, which
is readily shown in Fig. 3. The upper panel shows the growth
function of the amplitude of dark matter fluctuations as a
function of redshift. The solid line represents the concor-
dance model with the dark energy equation of state param-
eter, w = -1. Two curves above this model are for smaller
values of w and the two below are for the larger values.
They differ by 25% incrementally. Apart from the lowest
redshift it is quite clearly shown that the growth function de-
pends sensitively on the assumptions about the dark energy
parameter. The second panel in Fig. 3 shows our predic-
tion for the detected number of clusters with the eROSITA
survey assuming that we can confirm the cluster candidate
with 100 photon counts. The curves correspond exactly to
the cosmological models shown in the upper panel of Fig.
3. By measuring the number count of clusters over a range
of redshifts we can clearly distinguish different dark energy
models, especially if higher redshifts are included.

While there are some uncertainties in these predictions
depending on the exact cosmological model used and due to
our currently imperfect knowledge of the redshift evolution
of the X-ray luminosity – mass scaling relations, we clearly
note that one expects to detect of the order of 100,000 clus-
ters, with a good redshift coverage up to unity and several
hundred clusters at redshift up to z ∼ 1.5.

The types of clusters that the eROSITA survey is ex-
pected to see is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3. Here
we show the detected number of clusters as a function of
redshift according to their masses. There are two clear ef-
fects shown. We see that the most massive clusters are be-
coming rare at the highest redshifts. This is due to the fact
that clusters of this mass are just starting to form. The other
point shown by the clusters with the least mass is that we
will be able to detect many local groups, however, given the
sensitivity of the instrument, we run out of them soon after
redshift, z = 0.2.

4 eROSITA cluster astrophysics

The eROSITA survey will also allow us to greatly improve
our capabilities of astrophysical studies of clusters. The ba-
sis of many of such studies will be the fact that we will
detect several thousand clusters with more than 1000 and
more than 10000 clusters with more than 500 source photon
counts. For these clusters more detailed information can be
obtained, for example, on the temperature of the intracluster
medium through a spectral analysis of the X-ray radiation as
shown in Fig. 4. The simulation shown in the figure was per-
formed for a cluster with a temperature of 4 keV at z = 0.2
for 1000 source counts in a 2 ks exposure. A realistic in-
strumental and sky background spectrum were added and
subsequently subtracted with a different photon statistical
realisation.

Fig. 3 (Upper panel) Growth function as a function of
redshift for various values ofw. The solid line is for the con-
cordance model, i.e. w=-1, and the dashed lines above are
for w=-0.5 and -0.8, and the dotted lines below for w=-1.2,
and -1.5. (Middle panel) Number count for varying w val-
ues. The lines of different values of w correspond to those
in the upper panel. (Lower panel) Number of clusters to be
detected in the eROSITA survey as a function of mass and
redshift. One notes that galaxy groups are only detected in
the nearby Universe while the most massive clusters are no
longer present at high redshift. The large number of clusters
up to redshift 1 will allow a good discrimination between
different Dark Energy models.

www.an-journal.org c⃝ 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA, Weinheim

w	  =	  -‐0.5,	  -‐0.8,	  -‐1	  
-‐1.2,	  -‐1.5	

eROSITA	

Chon,	  Böhringer	  2013	
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Dark	  maCer	

X-‐rays	  can	  study:	  
•  Equilibrium	  distribuMon	  in	  clusters	  
•  DM	  moMon	  in	  colliding	  clusters	  
•  Search	  and	  prospect	  of	  warm	  DM	  (sterile	  
neutrino)	
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DistribuMon	  of	  gas	  and	  dark	  maCer	

•  Gas	  distribuMon:	  approximated	  by	  b-‐model	  
– Close	  to	  isothermal	  gas	  sphere	  
	  

•  DM	  distribuMon:	  NFW	  profile	  
– Based	  on	  numerical	  simulaMon,	  but	  agrees	  well	  
with	  observaMons	
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Mass	  of	  clusters	 
n  HydrostaMc	  equilibrium	  

	  
	  
	  

n  Hot	  gas	  approximated	  as	  ideal	  gas	  	  
	  
	  
	  	  	  

n  GravitaMonal	  mass	 
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Mass	  distribuMon	  from	  X-‐ray	  data	 

GravitaMonal	  mass	  is	  ~	  10	  Mmes	  larger	  
than	  the	  hot	  gas	  mass	 

DM	  distribuMon	  is	  esMmated	  
iteraMvely	  from	  the	  gas	  profile.	  
Near	  the	  core,	  gravitaMonal	  
mass	  shows	  a	  cusp-‐like	  
structure	 
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図 6.4: A1060銀河団のＸ線データに 3種類の質
量モデルをフィットして求められた、重力質量の
密度分布。実線が NFW、破線がmodified NFW、
点線が βモデルの結果。(Tamura et al., 2000)

図 6.5: A1060銀河団のXMM-Newtonによるデー
タの解析結果では、NFWモデルのべきを 1.5に
したものが合う (Hayakawa et al., 2006)

観測による温度分布の系統的な研究は、「あすか」のデータでMarkevitch et al. (1998)によって最初に
行われ、理論に合う温度勾配が見られたものの、望遠鏡の角分解能の問題や仮定したクーリングフロー
モデルの不定性などから、決定的な結果という評価に至らなかった。その後、Chandra, XMM-Newton
による観測が始まり、当初は比較的内側の観測から等温に近いという結果もあったが、その後、外側
までの観測データが増加し、外側での温度低下は疑いのないものになっている。最近の結果の例を図
6.7に示す。温度を決めるためには、単にＸ線を検出するだけではなく、宇宙Ｘ線背景放射、銀河系
内の放射、検出器のバックグラウンド等を差し引き、それらの不定性に打ち勝って、銀河団放射のエ
ネルギースペクトルを求める必要があり、観測的には決して簡単ではない。「あすか」や「すざく」の
場合は、銀河団中心の強いＸ線放射が、いわゆる迷光として加わるために、その評価も必要である。

こうした解析を経て、「すざく」でも 6個ほどの銀河団の温度分布が、銀河団の限界と考えられるビ
リアル半径 (rvirあるいは r180などと書く)付近まで調べられるようになった。図 6.8にその温度分布
を示す。温度分布の形は、非平衡を仮定したモデルに合わせられているが、これらの銀河団では比較
的よく合うことがわかる。

温度分布を密度分布を組み合わせると”エントロピー”の指標となる量 K = kT/n2/3
e を半径の関数と

して求めることができる。重力収縮で加熱された銀河団では K ∝ r1.1が予想されるのに対し、観測さ
れた銀河団では r > 0.5rvirの領域で、ベキが 1.1よりも小さくなることがわかった。この原因として、
銀河団の外縁部では電子温度がイオン温度に比べて、十分加熱されていない、あるいは密度ムラがあ
るために電子密度を過大に評価してしまっているなどが考えられているが、まだ確実な答えは得られ
ていない。銀河団の外側は銀河団が成長する前線であり、合体に伴う温度構造が残されている確率も
高い。銀河団外縁領域は銀河団の進化の歴史を探る上でも今後さらに注目されていくだろう。

Integrated	  profile	 DifferenMal	  profile	

Stellar	  mass	

A1060	

Hayakawa	  et	  al.	  2006	
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Dark	  maCer	  behavior	  in	  a	  cluster	  
collision	 

l 1E0657-56 (cluster at 
z=0.3) :  
Bow shock is clearly seen 

l Sub-cluster passes with ~ 3 
times the sound velocity 

l Weak-lens data shows DM 
concentrations are offset 
from the hot gas locations 

l DM passes through the 
collision (no pressure) 
     σ/m < 1 cm2/g 

Markevitch et al. 2002, 2004 
Clowe et al. 2006 

Mass	  distribuion	Hot	  gas	

Evidence	  of	  the	  DM	  existence	
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Reports	  of	  unidenMfied	  emission	  lines	
•  Bulbul	  et	  al.	  2014:	  Stacked	  73	  

cluster	  data	  with	  XMM-‐Newton,	  
and	  3.5	  keV	  line	  is	  found	  at	  >	  3σ	  
significance	  
EW	  ~	  1	  eV:	  very	  weak	  

•  Boyarsky	  et	  al.	  2014:	  M31	  data	  of	  
XMM-‐Newton	  show	  3.5	  keV	  line	  

•  Tamura	  et	  al.	  2015:	  Suzaku	  data	  of	  
Perseus	  cluster	  (>	  500	  ks)	  show	  no	  
line	  at	  3.5	  keV	  

•  If	  sterile	  neutrino	  is	  the	  origin,	  line	  
width	  is	  35	  eV:	  wider	  than	  thermal	  
lines	

The Astrophysical Journal, 789:13 (23pp), 2014 July 1 Bulbul et al.

Figure 6. 3–4 keV band of the stacked XMM-Newton MOS spectrum of the
full sample. The spectrum was rebinned to make the excess at ∼3.57 keV more
apparent.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The surface brightness of the DM decay signal is proportional
to the DM column density SDM =

∫
los ρDM(r)dr . The observed

photon flux from the DM decay into a solid angle ΩFOV is given
by

FDM = MFOV
DM

4πD2
L

Γγ

ms

(1 + z) photons cm−2 s−1, (3)

where Γγ and ms are the decay rate and mass of the sterile
neutrino (see Equation (1) and Pal & Wolfenstein (1982)), MFOV

DM
is the projected DM mass within the spectral extraction region
(Rext, which is either R500 or RFOV), and DL is the luminosity
distance.

The DM mass projected along the line of sight is

MFOV
DM =

∫

los
ρDM(r)dr, (4)

where ρDM(r) is the distribution of dark matter determined by
the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al. 1997)
and given by

ρDM(r) = ρc

(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, (5)

where ρc is a characteristic density and rs is a scale radius. The
integration of the dark matter distribution within the extraction
radius (given in Table 4) is along the line of sight. An extraction
radius of 700′′ was used for the clusters larger than the FOV of
XMM-Newton, while an extraction radius of R500 was used for
the clusters smaller than the FOV.

The expected contribution of each cluster i to the total DM
line flux in the stacked spectrum is

ωi,dm =
M

proj
i,DM(< Rext)(1 + zi)

4πD2
i,L

ei

etot
, (6)

where zi is the redshift of the ith cluster and ei and etot are the
exposure time of the ith cluster and the total exposure time of
the sample, respectively.

The dark matter mass within the extraction radius is estimated
as

MDM(Rext) = Mtot(Rext) − Mgas(Rext) − M∗(Rext), (7)

where Mtot(Rext), Mgas(Rext), and M∗(Rext) are the total mass,
gas mass, and stellar mass in the extraction radius Rext, respec-
tively. The observed Vikhlinin et al. (2009) temperature–mass
scaling relation was used to infer total masses for the intra-
cluster gas temperatures measured from the XMM-Newton ob-
servations. The gas mass is determined following the method
described in Bulbul et al. (2010). The contribution of stars to the
total baryon budget is modest at large radii but more important
in the cluster centers because of the presence of cD galaxies.
At large radii (! R500), M∗ is 10%–15% of the gas mass (Lin
& Mohr 2004; Vikhlinin et al. 2006). Stellar masses of each
cluster were determined using the stellar mass–total mass scal-
ing relation (Gonzalez et al. 2013). The calculated dark matter
masses were corrected using this factor. The projected dark
matter masses within Rext were then determined by projecting
NFW profiles (Bartelmann 1996; Golse & Kneib 2002; Loewen-
stein et al. 2009). We used a concentration parameter c500 = 3
from the Vikhlinin et al. (2006) c−M500 scaling relation and
the median total mass within R500 of the full sample, which is
∼6 × 1014 M⊙. The projected dark matter mass within each
spectral extraction radius is given in Table 4.

Weights for the responses to be included in the stacked-
spectrum response were calculated as follows. The number of
dark matter decay photons in each cluster spectrum is

Si = α ωi,dm etot Ai, (8)

where Ai is the ancillary response (the instrument effective area)
at photon energy E/(1+zi), and α is the ratio of the decay rate of
sterile neutrinos to the sterile neutrino mass ms (here we denote
α ≡ Γγ /ms). The total number of dark matter photons in the
stacked line is

Sline =
i=73∑

i=0

Si

= α ωtot etot Aω, (9)

where the weighted ARF Aω is a function of the total weight
ωtot,

Aω =
∑

i

ωi

ωtot
Ai, (10)

and
ωtot =

∑

i

ωi . (11)

The weighted responses Aω were used to model our new line,
while X-ray count-weighted response files were used to model
the other known emission lines and the continuum components.

For MOS, the flux in the 3.57 keV line was 4.0+0.8
−0.8 (+1.8

−1.2) ×
10−6 photons cm−2 s−1, where the errors are 68% (90%).
For PN, at the best-fit energy of 3.51 keV, the line flux is
3.9+0.6

−1.0 (+1.0
−1.6) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1. If we fix the line

energy from the MOS fit, for PN we obtain the flux 2.5+0.6
−0.7

(+1.0
−1.1) × 10−6 photons cm−2 s−1.

We note that the line energy detected in the stacked PN
observations of the full sample is consistent with the K xviii
line at 3.515 keV. However, the measured flux from this line is a
factor of 20 above the expected flux of the K xviii line, estimated
based on the measured fluxes of the S xvi, Ca xix, and Ca xx
lines and assuming a consistent relative abundance for K xviii
along with the plasma temperature from AtomDB. In addition,
the detected energy in the stacked MOS observations of the full

10
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Figure 13. Constraints on the sterile neutrino model from the literature. Our full-sample MOS line detection (assuming that the line is from sterile neutrino and that
all dark matter is in sterile neutrino) is shown by red symbols in both panels; error bar is statistical 90%. Left: historic constraints from Abazajian (2009). Red curves
show theoretical predictions for the Dodelson–Widrow mechanism assuming that sterile neutrinos constitute the dark matter with lepton numbers L = 0, 0.003, 0.01,
and 0.1. See Abazajian (2009) for explanation of the various observational constraints that come from Tremaine & Gunn (1979); Bode et al. (2001); Boyarsky et al.
2006); Strigari et al. (2006); Abazajian et al. (2007). Right: most recent X-ray constraints (reproduced from Horiuchi et al. (2014)), based on deep Chandra (Horiuchi
et al. 2014) and XMM-Newton (Watson et al. 2012) observations of M31 and Suzaku observations of Ursa Minor (Loewenstein et al. 2009). The red band marked
“Dodenson & Widrow” is same as the the L = 0 curve in the left panel. Our measurement lays at the boundary of the constraints from M31.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

from the stacked XMM-Newton MOS observations of galaxy
clusters are shown with a star in red in that figure. Figure 14
shows the detections and upper limits we obtained from our
various subsamples we used in this work (based on the included
cluster masses and distances), as well as a comparison with the
previous upper limit placed using the Bullet Cluster by Boyarsky
et al. (2008) at 3.57 keV, which is the most relevant earlier
constraint for us. Since the mixing angle is a universal quantity,
all the subsample measurements must agree.

The line in the subsample of 69 fainter clusters (full sample
sans Perseus, Coma, Ophiuchus, and Centaurus) corresponds to
a mixing angle that is consistent with the full sample; the same
is seen (though with a mild 1.5σ tension) for the subsample of
bright nearby clusters Coma+Centaurus+Ophiuchus. However,
the brightness of the new line in the XMM-Newton spectrum
of Perseus corresponds to a significantly higher mixing angle
than that for the full sample (by factor of eight in terms of the
line flux for the MOS spectrum), which poses a problem in
need of further investigation. In principle, an enhanced flux of
the detected line in the Perseus spectra may be due to a dark
matter filament along the line of sight, though it would have
to be rather extreme, so it is wise to look for more plausible
explanations.

We tried to excise the central 1′ region of the Perseus Cluster,
to see if the flux originates in the cool core of the cluster. Indeed,
this decreased the flux in the line in half and removed most of
the tension with the other measurements. However, this suggests
that either some of the line flux is astrophysical in origin (at least
in Perseus) or the cool gas in the core of the cluster affects our
ability to measure the continuum and the fluxes of the nearby
K xviii and Ar xvii lines, in the end resulting in an overestimate

of the flux of our detected line. It appears that in Perseus, there
is an anomalously strong line at the position of the Ar xvii DR
line at 3.62 keV.

With this knowledge, we have tried to add this anomalous
3.62 keV line in the model for the full sample, where we have
the most statistically significant line detection. The additional
line is still required, albeit at a lower significance and a slightly
lower energy of 3.55 ± 0.03 keV. Note that the sample of bright
clusters is dominated by the emission from the cool cores of
the Ophiuchus and Centaurus Clusters; if this Ar 3.62 keV line
anomaly is typical of cool cores, they may also be affected.
However, freeing the flux of the 3.62 keV line in the MOS
full-sample fit did not require additional contribution from
clusters other than Perseus, though the constraints are obviously
weak.

The radial distribution of the flux of this line should be
investigated further in the nearby bright clusters, including those
with and without cool cores.

We note that even if the sterile neutrino interpretation of the
emission line is correct, this detection would not necessarily
imply that all dark matter is composed of these particles.
Assuming a standard cosmological history below a temperature
of a few hundred MeV, sterile neutrinos would be produced by
oscillations with active neutrinos at an abundance determined
by the mass and mixing angle (e.g., Dodelson & Widrow 1994;
Kusenko 2009). Accounting for the increase in mixing angle that
would be inferred for a dark matter fraction in sterile neutrinos
less than unity, we find that this fraction is ∼13%−19% based on
the methods in Abazajian (2006) and Asaka et al. (2007)—and
cannot exceed 26% based on the absolute lower bound distorted
wave production estimate in Asaka et al. (2007).
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Charge	  exchange	  line?	

•  Gu	  et	  al.	  2015,	  in	  press,	  arXiv:
1511.06557	  

•  InteracMon	  of	  hot	  and	  cold	  gasses	  
produce	  charge	  exchange	  lines:	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  S16+	  +	  H	  à	  S15+	  +	  H+	  

•  Capture	  probability	  is	  maximum	  at	  
n	  =	  9-‐10,	  producing	  3.5	  keV	  line	  

•  InteracMon	  volume	  of	  3	  kpc	  
square	  Mmes	  0.1	  kpc	  depth	  can	  
explain	  the	  line	  intensity	  

•  DetecMon	  of	  other	  CX	  lines	  with	  
ASTRO-‐H	  will	  confirm	  this	  scenario	

A&A proofs: manuscript no. 3.5v5
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Fig. 1. (a) Fractions of electron captured into n shells at v = 200 km s−1 for S16+ + H. The solid line is the scaling relation obtained in Gu et al.
(2015), and the data points come from actual calculation by Cumbee et al. (2015). (b) S xvi line emission, normalized to the Lyα transition for CX
(black) and CIE (red) models. The CX spectra with v = 200 km s−1 and 50 km s−1 are shown in solid and dashed lines, respectively. The ionization
temperatures are set to 3 keV in all cases, and the spectra are folded with the XMM-Newton PN response. (c) All the CX lines in the 3.3 − 3.7 keV
band, normalized to the S xvi transitions from n > 8 to the ground at 3.45−3.47 keV, and plotted as a function of ionization temperature. The solid
lines are obtained by setting v = 200 km s−1, while for S xvi transitions, we also plot, in dashed lines, the results with v = 50 km s−1. (d) A 2-D
color map of interaction volume V , on the plane of ionization temperature and collision velocity, to reproduce the reported ULF flux (§3.2).

al. 1996),1 to calculate X-ray emission due to charge exchange.
The flux is given by

F =
1

4πD2
l

∫
nInNvσI,N(v, n, l, S )dV, (1)

where Dl is the luminosity distance of the object, nI and nN are
the densities of ionized and neutral media, respectively, v is the
collisional velocity, σI,N is the charge exchange cross section,
and V is the interaction volume. The cross section is usually in
excess of 10−15 cm2, much larger than those of other recombina-
tion processes. For each reaction, σI,N highly depends on v, and
exhibits strong selective behavior on product ion subshells with
quantum numbers n, l, and S (see the review by Janev & Win-
ter 1985). This is because the CX probability usually reaches its
maximum when the internal energy of the initial and final elec-
tron quantum states are in near resonance. As shown in Fig. 1a,
for a collision with v = 200 km s−1 between fully stripped sulfur
and atomic hydrogen, S16+ +H→ S15+(n, l, S )+H+, the capture
probability has its maximum at subshell n = 9, and the adjacent
subshells n =7, 8, 10, and 11 are also populated to ∼ 1 − 50%
of the peak value. The CX rates of these subshells are substan-
tially larger than the excitation rates. At a lower velocity, e.g.,
v = 50 km s−1, the dominant level becomes n = 10 instead and
the n−distribution is more peaked than the high velocity case.
The most recent cross-section data by Cumbee et al. (2015) were
fully implemented in our model.

The highly excited states subsequently decay to the ground
state. As described in Gu et al. (2015), the CX spectrum was then
calculated by modeling the radiative cascade network of the re-
combining ions. For all atomic levels up to n = 16 and l = 15, we

1 https://www.sron.nl/spex

have obtained the energies and transition probabilities from mul-
tiple databases (e.g., National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology) and codes (e.g., Flexible Atomic Code; Gu 2008). For
the S xvi ion, the dominant transitions from n = 9 and 10 are
9p → 1s at 3.45 keV, and 10p → 1s at 3.46 keV, respectively.
These central energies, as well as the transition rates, are consis-
tent with those used in other plasma codes (e.g., AtomDB; Foster
et al. 2012).

2.2. Lines of S xvi near 3.5 keV

Similar to the emission by collisional excitation with free elec-
trons, CX can also create strong Lyα lines, as the n = 2 shell
would be effectively populated by radiative cascade. When the
upper level n increases, however, the CX and CIE (collisional
ionization equilibrium) spectra gradually separate from each
other. As shown in Fig. 1b, the S xvi CX emission apparently
exceeds that of the CIE at around 3.45 keV, although the same
ionization temperature (3 keV) is assumed for both models. Af-
ter convolving with a typical CCD response, the excess becomes
a broadened feature between 3.4 keV and 3.6 keV. This kind of
feature is more apparent at a lower collision velocities regime,
where the CX population becomes more focused on a single
outer shell (§2.1). The comparison between CX and CIE indi-
cates that the CX emission of S xvimight create a positive resid-
ual near 3.5 keV when it is fitted by the CIE model.

To compare the intensities of all CX lines in the 3.3 − 3.7
keV band quantitatively, we calculated the emissivities of S xvi
transitions from n > 4 to the ground, as well as other related
ions, including Ar xviii lines at 3.32 keV, K xviii at 3.46 − 3.51
keV, Cl xvi at 3.42 − 3.65 keV, and Cl xvii at 3.51 keV. A solar
abundance ratio (Lodders et al. 2009) was assumed for the four
elements and the CX collision velocity was set to 200 km s−1.
Then we normalized all the transitions to the strongest one, i.e.,
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Fig. 2. (a, b, and c) The spectral fitting residuals reported in BU14 (top right panel of their Fig. 5), BO14 (right panel of their Fig. 6), and U15 (left
panel of their Fig. 2), together with the expected residuals, shown as red curves, from our scenario described in §3.2. Emission measure of the CX
model in (c) is half of those in (a) and (b). As described in §3.2, the data-to-model deviation at ∼ 3.9 keV in (c) might be caused by other plasma
emission lines. (d) Fitting residual from a 1 Ms simulation of the XMM-Newton PN observation of the Perseus cluster. Details are described in
§3.3. Vertical lines indicate the typical blended CIE and CX lines and the Fe xxv transitions in the 6.6-7.9 keV.

S xvi transitions from n > 8 to the ground at 3.45 − 3.47 keV.
The relative emissivities are plotted in Fig. 1c as a function of
ionization temperature. For S xvi, we also calculated line ratios
at v = 50 km s−1. The S xvi transitions at 3.45 − 3.47 keV, as
illustrated in Fig. 1c, are always the most prominent CX fea-
ture around 3.5 keV; other ions have lower cosmic abundances,
and/or weaker transitions in this band.

3. Application to the reported line at ∼3.5 keV

Based on our own calculation, we propose a new emission line
near 3.5 keV from charge exchange between bare sulfur ions and
neutral hydrogen atoms. The CX line center is close to that of
the ULF reported by BU14, BO14, U15, and Iakubovskyi et al.
(2015). Next, we examine whether or not the CX line is respon-
sible for the ULF. This immediately poses three questions to be
addressed. (i) Assuming the ULF is indeed created by CX, what
is the origin of the CX emission? (ii) Are the properties (e.g.,
flux and central energy) of the predicted CX line consistent with
the ULF observation? And (iii) why, given that CX lines are ex-
pected for many ions, is only the S xvi feature detected? Below
we examine these issues one by one.

3.1. Charge exchange in galaxy clusters and galaxies

We consider that the CX emission originates from galaxy clus-
ters by the hot tenuous intracluster medium (ICM) penetrating
and interacting with cold dense clouds. The cold clouds might
dwell around central galaxies (e.g., Conselice et al. 2001), and/or
may be entrained by member galaxies during their infall (e.g.,
Gu et al. 2013a). The former produce CX emission focused on
the cluster core, while the latter would give CX mostly in the
outer regions, as a great portion of the cold content in member
galaxies would be stripped out owing to, e.g., ICM ram pressure,
before falling into the cluster center (e.g., Gu et al. 2013b). Re-
cently, Walker et al. (2015) reported that CX might contribute
a large fraction of X-ray flux in the 0.5 − 1.0 keV band emit-
ted from Hα filaments around central galaxies. Since the ICM is
highly ionized, it is natural to expect S xvi lines from the same
filaments. This kind of cluster CX scenario can further explain

the nondetection of the ULF in the center of the Virgo cluster
(e.g., BU14 and U15), where little cold gas was found (a few
106 M⊙, Salomé & Combes 2008). In contrast, the Perseus clus-
ter, often regarded as a template example for positive ULF de-
tection, harbors a ∼1.7×1010 M⊙ cold cloud in the center (Edge
2001).

This scenario can be also applied to the central regions of spi-
ral galaxies. As reported in Koyama et al (1989, 1996), a large
amount of hot plasma was found in our Galactic center, emitting
K-shell lines from various highly-ionized ions, including S xvi.
A similar concentration of hot plasma, though relatively dim-
mer, was discovered in M31 (e.g., Takahashi et al. 2004). Such
regions are also rich in cold dense clouds (e.g., Morris & Ser-
abyn 1996).

3.2. Comparison with the ULF observations

Now we address question (ii) based on the cluster CX scenario.
To explain the observed ULF flux (4 × 108 photons s−1 cm−2,
BU14), we calculated the required emission measure nInNV for
various temperatures and velocities based on Eq. 1. By adopt-
ing the observed mean ICM density of 3 × 10−2 cm−3 (Perseus
cluster center; Churazov et al. 2003) and a typical cold cloud
density of 10 cm−3 (e.g., Heiner et al. 2008), the required in-
teraction volume was obtained and plotted in Fig. 1d as a func-
tion of temperature and velocity. This result demonstrates that a
V ∼ 1 kpc3 interaction can reproduce the observed flux, if the
ionization temperature is mild (∼ 2 − 4 keV) and v is less than
∼ 500 km s−1. This kind of plasma temperature is well in line
with the observed values in the Perseus cluster (e.g., Churazov et
al. 2003). The expected collision velocity agrees with a combina-
tion of the cold cloud velocity, thermal motion of sulfur ions, and
ICM bulk/turbulence motion, which are observed to be 0 − 400
km s−1 (Salomé et al. 2006), ∼100−200 km s−1 (for the ICM
temperature of 2 − 5 keV), and ∼100 km s−1 (Zhuravleva et al.
2014) in the Perseus case, respectively. The derived interaction
volume can be interpreted as a portion of the Hα filament, which
has a scale of several 10 kpc (Salomé et al. 2006). As shown
in Lallement et al. (2004), the thickness of CX layer is of the
same order as the mean free path of hydrogen atom against col-
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Search	  for	  decay	  lines	  from	  sterile	  
neutrinos	

9 A Spectroscopic Search for Dark Matter

Overview

X-ray spectroscopic observations provide a unique probe of direct signatures of dark matter, such as a decay
line of a hypothetical sterile neutrino in the ⇠ keV mass range. In the event that any candidate emission line
is detected in the 1 � 10 keV energy band, ASTRO-H SXS will o↵er the first opportunity to resolve its shape
and distinguish it from plasma lines and instrumental e↵ects. The significance of dark matter identification will
be improved crucially if the line is detected from multiple sources with distinguishable di↵erences in redshifts
and velocity dispersions. Plausible targets include nearby galaxy clusters, the Milky Way Galaxy, and dwarf
spheroidal galaxies, many of which will be observed by SXS for other purposes. 16

9.1 Background and Previous Studies

The nature of dark matter is one of the fundamental unsolved problems in physics. Despite intensive search both
in laboratories and from celestial objects, a direct identification is yet to be made. X-ray observations provide
a direct probe of dark matter particles in the ⇠ keV mass range, which often comprise warm dark matter. They
are of particular astrophysical interest because they alleviate several known problems of the conventional cold
dark matter model (e.g., Weinberg et al., 2013). In addition, the mass of any fermionic dark matter should lie
above the robust Tremaine-Gunn bound of ⇠ 0.3 keV (Tremaine & Gunn, 1979; Boyarsky et al., 2009).

A representative candidate of ⇠ keV mass dark matter is a sterile neutrino which arises in some extensions of
the standard model of particle physics (Dodelson & Widrow, 1994; Shi & Fuller, 1999). The dark matter sterile
neutrino is predicted to decay and emit a line in the X-ray energy band (Abazajian et al., 2001); even if its
lifetime is much longer than the age of the Universe, the decay signal may reach a level accessible by existing
and future instruments, owing to the high concentration of dark matter over the large volume of galaxies and
galaxy clusters. Other candidates that can be searched for in X-rays include moduli (Kusenko et al., 2012) and
axions (e.g., Higaki et al., 2014).

While most of previous dark matter searches in X-rays resulted only in upper limits (see Abazajian et al.,
2012; Boyarsky et al., 2012, for reviews), there have also been reports on unidentified emission lines at ⇠ 3.5
keV from a sample of galaxy clusters and M31 (Bulbul et al., 2014; Boyarsky et al., 2014). For any candidate
line that has been (or will be) inferred, the spectral resolution of current X-ray CCD detectors is still insu�cient
for resolving its shape and distinguishing it from plasma lines and instrumental e↵ects. Key quantities in this
regard are accurate centroid energy and width of the line. The former is crucial for identifying the line in a
variety of astronomical objects at various redshifts, whereas the latter for extracting the velocity dispersion of
dark matter which in general is di↵erent from thermal and turbulent velocities of metals in the plasma. The
ASTRO-H SXS will provide the first opportunity to explicitly probe these quantities simultaneously.

9.2 Prospects and Strategy

For an arbitrary dark matter particle of mass mdm that decays into a photon of energy E� at the rate per unit
time �, the number of photons observed at the energy Eobs = E�/(1 + z) per unit area, unit solid angle, and unit
time is given by

N� =
⌃dm

4⇡(1 + z)3
�

mdm
(4)

' 9.3 ⇥ 10�5cm�2 sr�1 s�1 1
(1 + z)3

 

⌃dm

103M
�

pc�2

!  

�

10�32 s�1

!

✓mdm

keV

◆

�1
, (5)

16Coordinators of this section: T. Kitayama, T. Tamura, S. W. Allen
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•  Intensity	  of	  the	  line:	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

•  Line	  energy	  E	  
	  
	  
	  

•  Line	  width	  ΔE	  	

Σdm	  	  	  	  	  mass	  column	  density	  
mdm	  	  	  	  mass	  of	  DM	  parMcle	  
Γ	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  decay	  rate	  
z	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  redshiX	  
σdm	  	  	  	  	  velocity	  dispersion	

where z is the source redshift, and ⌃dm is the dark matter mass column density. For example, a sterile neutrino
is expected to decay into an active neutrino and a photon of energy E� = mdmc2/2 at the rate

� ' 1.4 ⇥ 10�32s�1
 

sin2 2✓
10�10

!

✓mdm

keV

◆5
, (6)

where ✓ is the mixing angle with the active neutrino (Pal and Wolfenstein, 1982; Loewenstein et al., 2009).
Given the knowledge of ⌃dm toward the source, the intensity and the energy of the decay line hence give a
measure of mdm and � (or ✓ for the sterile neutrino).

The FWHM of the observed line is given by a convolution of the instrumental width Winst (eq. [10]) and the
width determined by the line-of-sight velocity dispersion �dm of the dark matter:

Wdm ' 7.9 eV
 

�dm

1000 km/s

!

✓Eobs

keV

◆

. (7)

It follows that Winst < 10 eV is essential for resolving the decay line and distinguishing it from plasma lines
that are broadened separately by thermal and turbulent motions of the gas (eqs [11] and [12]). The high spectral
resolution is also crucial for eliminating the instrumental e↵ects intrinsic to particular energies by comparing
the positions of the line centroid from multiple sources with redshift di↵erences down to �z < 10�2.

Equation (4) further indicates that, for given �/mdm, stronger signals are expected from the targets with higher
mass column within the field-of-view (30 ⇥30) of SXS. As shown in the next section, they include nearby galaxy
clusters, the Milky Way Galaxy, and dwarf spheroidal galaxies. Long exposures are still required to detect (or
place meaningful limits on) yet unidentified lines owing to the limited grasp (e↵ective area times the field-of-
view) of ASTRO-H SXS. A practical strategy will be to make use of the data obtained for other purposes and, if
necessary, perform additional observations covering a range of redshifts and velocity (or mass) scales. In what
follows, we examine the feasibility in more detail by taking into account relevant plasma emission, background
components, and instrumental capabilities.

9.3 Targets and Feasibility

Figure 47 compares the normalized intensity, the quantity given by equation (4) divided by �/mdm, from various
targets (L. Strigari, private communication). Under the assumed density profile, the Milky Way appears to be
a plausible target for a detection of the decay signal. The caveats are the high absorption column density and
the bright X-ray emission in the vicinity of the Galactic center. One should hence choose carefully the regions
of low Galactic absorption like the “1.5 degree Window” at (l, b) = (0.08�,�1.42�) with NH ⇠ 7.5 ⇥ 1021 cm�2

or those in the lower brightness Galactic bulge (see also an accompanying ASTRO-H white paper (Koyama et
al., 2014) on the feasibility toward the bulge regions). It should also be noted that the uncertainty in the dark
matter mass profile toward the Galactic center will be a major source of systematic errors in the measured (or
constrained) values of � (or ✓ for the sterile neutrino) from the data.

Clusters of galaxies provide complementary probes of the decay signal with better knowledge of the mass
profile, lower absorption columns, and larger velocity dispersions. Observations of galaxy clusters at di↵erent
redshifts and/or comparisons with the Milky Way will also be crucial for removing any instrumental e↵ects.
The pointings toward nearby clusters such as Perseus (z = 0.0179; Sec. 2), Virgo (z = 0.0043; Sec. 3), and
Coma (z = 0.0231; Sec. 5) discussed in other sections of this paper will automatically provide useful data sets
for this purpose.

Figure 48 shows simulated spectra toward the core of Perseus cluster. We confirm the results of Bulbul et
al. (2014) that a 1 Ms exposure by SXS through this cluster will allow us to resolve the shape of the dark
matter line inferred from the XMM-Newton data and distinguish it from plasma lines and instrumental e↵ects.
Note that the bright thermal emission from the intracluster plasma dominates the background toward the cluster
cores. The relative importance of the dark matter line over the thermal emission is likely to increase with the
distance from the core because the emissivity of the plasma is proportional to the gas density squared whereas
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(convoluMon)	
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Possible	  sources	  for	  DM	  search	

Figure 47: Normalized intensity (eq. [4] divided by �/mdm) of a dark matter decay line from various targets as a function of the angle
from the center (L. Strigari, private communication). The NFW dark matter density profile ⇢(r) = ⇢s(r/rs)�1(1 + r/rs)�1 is assumed
with (rs, ⇢s) = (22 kpc, 4.9 ⇥ 1015 M

�

Mpc�3) for the Milky Way (magenta long dashed line, Boyarsky et al., 2007), (0.8 kpc, 6.0 ⇥
1015 M

�

Mpc�3) for the Draco dwarf galaxy (green dotted line, Strigari et al., 2007), (430 kpc, 1.0 ⇥ 1015 M
�

Mpc�3) for Perseus (red
solid line), and (250 kpc, 1.0⇥ 1015 M

�

Mpc�3) for Virgo (blue short dashed line). For Coma (black dot-dashed line), the density profile
⇢(r) = ⇢0[1 + (r/rc)2]�3/2 is assumed with (rc, ⇢0) = (230 kpc, 3.9 ⇥ 1015 M

�

Mpc�3). The density profiles of Perseus, Virgo, and Coma
are consitent with the observed mass-temperature relation of local clusters (Vikhlinin et al., 2009a).

that of the decay line depends linearly on the dark matter density. The spatial variation of the ratio between the
two can in turn be used to test the origin of the line.

Dwarf spheroidal galaxies such as Draco will o↵er yet further tests of a dark matter line against di↵use plasma
emission and instrumental e↵ects. Their observed stellar velocity dispersions of 10 � 30 km s�1 (Mateo, 1998)
imply that 1) broadening of the line should be well below the instrumental width (eq. [7]) and 2) contamination
by plasma emission is very low since the di↵use X-ray gas cannot be sustained by their shallow gravitational
potential. The caveats are the weaker decay signal and the larger uncertainty of the mass profile than the other
targets mentioned above. Simulated spectra of a typical dwarf galaxy with a range of hypothetical sterile neu-
trino lines are shown in Figure 49. The continuum is dominated by instrumental and cosmic X-ray backgrounds
with the expected brightness lower by about three orders of magnitude than the Perseus core (Fig. 48). For a
given value of ✓, one expects a stronger line from the sterile neutrino decay at higher energies up to ⇠ 10 keV.
This is a result of two competing e↵ects; � increases rapidly with mdm (eq. [6]) whereas the e↵ective area of
SXS decreases with energy. It follows that the stronger limit on ✓ will be derived at higher energies in the case
of no detection.

Figure 50 further illustrates the predicted line sensitivity of ASTRO-H SXS as compared to an existing X-ray
CCD on board Suzaku (XIS). Note that this figure ignores any di↵use emission other than the instrumental
background and the cosmic X-ray background; it corresponds to the limits that can be derived for X-ray faint
sources such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies. In such cases, the sensitivity above ⇠ 1 keV is essentially photon
limited after ⇠ 100 ks exposures, whereas the sensitivity in the softer energies remains background limited
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•  Tremaine-‐Gunn	  limit:	  E0	  >	  0.3	  keV	  
for	  fermionic	  dark	  maCer	  (limit	  on	  
phase-‐space	  density)	  

•  Milky	  Way:	  signal	  is	  strong,	  but	  
many	  bright	  sources	  and	  high	  
interstellar	  absorpMon	  limit	  the	  
sensiMvity	  

•  Dwarf	  galaxies:	  Low	  velocity	  
dispersion	  with	  low	  background	  
emission,	  but	  the	  signal	  is	  weak	  

•  Clusters	  of	  galaxies:	  Strong	  decay	  
signal	  with	  known	  mass	  profile	  
and	  low	  absorpMon	  column,	  but	  
the	  thermal	  emission	  is	  strong	  	

Predicted	  distribuMon	  of	  dark	  
maCer	  decay	  line:	  
	  	  	  X-‐ray	  ∝	  n2	  
	  	  	  DM	  line	  ∝	  n	
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Simulated	  spectra	  
with	  ASTRO-‐H	
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Figure 49: Left: A 1 Msec SXS simulated spectrum of a dwarf galaxy. We incorporate a range of hypothetical sterile neutrino lines
(red dotted) at 4.0, 8.0, and 10.0 keV for ⌃dm = 100 M

�

pc�2 and sin2 2✓ = 10�10 corresponding to the flux 0.04, 0.65, and 1.6
⇥10�6 ph s�1 cm�2, respectively, within the field-of-view of SXS. The adopted value of ⌃dm is typical of local dwarf spheroidals
and that of sin2 2✓ lies close to the current observational limits. No di↵use galactic emission nor observable line broadening is
assumed. The sum (black solid) includes instrumental and cosmic background models taken from the ASTRO-H internal release
(sxs cxb+nxb 7ev 20110211 1Gs.pha). Right: Same as the left panel, except that the line at 8 keV is zoomed in.

where Eobs is the observed energy of the line.

A.2 Turbulent Velocity

The line-of-sight component of the turbulent velocity measured by line broadening can be a↵ected by calibra-
tion errors in instrumental broadening due to the line spread function and uncertainties in thermal broadening
characterized by the ion temperature.

To quantify their impacts, let us decompose the observed FWHM of a spectral line, assuming a Gaussian
profile for each component, as

W2
obs = W2

inst +W2
therm +W2

turb + · · · , (9)

where Winst, Wtherm, and Wturb are the FWHMs of instrumental broadening, thermal broadening, and turbulent
broadening, respectively. Their nominal values are

Winst ' 5 eV, (10)

Wtherm =
p

8 ln 2
 

kTion

mionc2

!1/2

Eobs,

= 4.9 eV
 

kTion

5 keV

!1/2  

mion

56 mp

!

�1/2
✓ Eobs

6.7keV

◆

, (11)

Wturb =
p

8 ln 2
✓vturb

c

◆

Eobs,

= 5.3 eV
 

vturb

100 km/s

!

✓ Eobs

6.7 keV

◆

, (12)

where Tion and mion are the temperature and the mass of the ion producing the line observed at Eobs, mp is the
proton mass, and vturb is the RMS turbulent velocity along the line of sight. Note that natural line broadening
takes a Lorentzian profile with the FWHM of

Wnat = ~A = 0.31 eV
✓ A
4.67 ⇥ 1014 s�1

◆

, (13)
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Figure 48: Simulated spectra of the Perseus core at z = 0.0178 with (black) and without (red) a dark matter line at 3.55 keV after an
exposure of 1 Msec by SXS. For the dark matter line, we adopt the flux 3 ⇥ 10�5 ph s�1 cm�2 within the field-of-view of SXS from
Table 5 of Bulbul et al. (2014) and Wdm = 35 eV corresponding to the velocity dispersion �dm = 1300 km s�1. For the ICM thermal
emission, we assume kT = 4 keV and Z = 0.7 solar with no turbulent broadening.

mainly due to the Galactic line emission. A major improvement in the sensitivity is expected in the hard band
for the flux within the field-of-view of SXS, whereas the sensitivity is largely limited by the small grasp of
SXS for the flux from the larger sky area. We stress that a highly improved spectral resolution will still be
indispensable for identifying or rejecting any candidate lines once they are suggested.
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Appendix

A Systematic Errors in Gas Velocities

For bright X-ray sources such as cores of nearby galaxy clusters, the accuracy of gas velocity measurements
by ASTRO-H SXS can be limited by systematic errors rather than statistical errors. This section summarizes
potential sources of the systematic errors and how they a↵ect the measurements of bulk and turbulent velocities.

A.1 Bulk Velocity

Calibration errors in the energy gain �Egain directly lead to the uncertainty in the line-of-sight bulk velocity
measured by a line shift as

�vbulk = c
�Egain

Eobs
= 45 km/s

 

�Egain

eV

!

✓ Eobs

6.7 keV

◆

�1
, (8)
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Perseus	  core,	  1Ms	

Dwarf	  galaxy,	  1Ms	
Line	  is	  narrow	

•  High	  spectral	  resoluMon	  (<	  7	  eV)	  
will	  allow	  detecMon	  of	  weak	  lines	  

•  Because	  of	  the	  small	  field	  of	  view	  
(3	  arcmin),	  long	  exposure	  is	  
necessary	
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Dark	  baryon	
•  Baryons	  occupy	  only	  ~	  5%	  of	  the	  energy	  density	  in	  
the	  local	  universe	  

•  However,	  more	  than	  half	  of	  baryons	  remain	  
unidenMfied	  

•  Dark	  baryons	  carry	  important	  informaMon	  of	  the	  
thermal,	  structural,	  chemical	  	  
evoluMon	  of	  the	  universe	  

•  Baryons	  are	  good	  probe	  of	  the	  	  
dark	  maCer	

– 23 –

Fig. 8.— Compilation of the current observational measurements of the low-redshift baryon

census (Section 3.3). Slices of the pie-chart show baryons in collapsed form (galaxies, groups,

clusters), in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) and intercluster medium (ICM), and in cold

gas (H I and He I). Large reservoirs include di↵use photoionized Ly↵ forest, and WHIM

traced by O VI and broad Ly↵ absorbers. Blended colors (BLAs and O VI) have combined

total of 25 ± 8%, accounting for double-counting of WHIM at 105 � 106 K with detectable

metal ions. The collapsed phases (galaxies, CGM, ICM, cold neutral gas) total 18 ± 4%.

Formally, 29 ± 13% of the baryons remain unaccounted for. Some could be detected in

hotter, X-ray absorbing WHIM at T � 106 K. Large error bars on other IGM phases allow

additional “missing baryons” in photoionized gas and low-column density O VI and Ly↵

absorbers. Deeper spectroscopic UV and X-ray surveys are needed to resolve this issue.

Baryon	  census	  from	  
UV	  study	  
Shull	  et	  al.	  2012	
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ReionizaMon	  by	  UV	  
and	  X	  

106	  K	  

Thermal	  history	  of	  the	  universe	  

WHIM	  (warm-‐hot	  intergalacMc	  medium)	  will	  tell	  us	  the	  
evoluMon	  of	  the	  hot-‐phase	  material	  in	  the	  universe	  
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Cosmic	  
structure	  

Cluster	  gas	  (107K)	  IGM	  (105-‐107K)	  

Galaxies	  (~104K)	  

size	  =	  30	  h-‐1	  Mpc	  
	  	  ≈	  5	  deg	  at	  z=0.1	  

Dark	  maCer	  

WHIM	  (105-‐107	  K)	  traces	  
the	  cosmic	  large-‐scale	  
structure	  
	  	  =	  “Missing	  baryon”	  

Typical	  maCer	  density:	  	  
δ	  (=n/〈nB〉)	  	  =	  10	  -‐	  100	  

Yoshikawa	  et	  al.	  2001,	  
ApJ,	  558,	  520	  
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l  Numerical	  simulaMons	  indicate	  
much	  of	  local	  baryons	  are	  in	  the	  
form	  of	  Warm-‐Hot	  IntergalacMc	  
Medium	  (WHIM:	  ~	  106	  K)	  

l  AbsorpMon	  lines	  can	  detect	  low-‐
density	  gas	  	  –	  	  but,	  geometry	  and	  
thermal	  structures	  are	  difficult	  to	  
esMmate	  

l  Emission	  lines	  like	  H-‐like	  and	  He-‐
like	  triplets	  are	  simple,	  and	  
spaMal	  structure	  can	  be	  
measured	  

l  High-‐resoluMon	  spectra	  can	  
separate	  from	  GalacMc	  emission	  
with	  redshiXs	  

Ly	  α	

Starforming	

DIOS	  observable	

Tem
perature	

Density	  (overdensity)	

Branchini	  et	  al.	  2009	  	

WHIM at z=0.11 3

Fig. 1.— Portions of the total co-added spectrum covering the
CV and OVII regions at the z=0.112 of the intervening absorber.
The magenta model is the best-fit continuum. Blue and red lines
refer to the modelling for the intervening and blazar frame systems.

out of the 6 best-fitting continuum residuals, and ap-
pears prominent in the best-fitting continuum residuals
to the co-added spectrum. The second absorption feature
is only visible in the best-fitting continuum residuals to
the co-added spectrum.
In the following analysis, we focus exclusively on the

co-added spectrum of H 2356-309, and tentatively iden-
tify the two absorption features at λ = 44.76 ± 0.02 Å
and λ = 47.00 ± 0.02 Å, as redshifted CV Kα lines at
z = 0.1117±0.0005 and 0.1671±0.0005 (only marginally
consistent at a 3 σ level with the systemic redshift of
H 2356-309: z = 0.1654± 0.0002; Jones et al. 2009).

3.2. Global analysis and characterization of the absorber

To test the validity of our tentative CV identifications
at z = 0.1117± 0.0005 and 0.1671± 0.0005, we used our
hybrid-ionization WHIM spectral model (adapted from
PHASE, Krongold et al. 2003), to check for compatibility
between the data and the presence or absence of associ-
ated absorption from other ions of the same or different
metals. The model includes more than 3000 electronic
transitions from H to Ca, and predicts the opacity of each
transition for given H equivalent column densities (NH),
and temperatures (T), for collisionally ionized plasma
undergoing the additional photoionizing contribution by
UV and X-ray metagalactic photons at a given redshift
and baryon density (nb).
We procedeed as follow: we first modeled local con-

tinua separately in 4 different key spectral bands of the
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Fig. 2.— Residuals in the 44-48 Å spectral region over the best-
fit continuum model smoothed with the LETG line spread function
and renormalized in σ relative to their distribution. The top six
panels show the 90-100 ks spectra while the bottom panel reports
the total co-added spectrum.

co-added HRC-LETG spectrum of H 2356-309: 23.0 −
28.0 Å, 31.0− 36.0 Å, 36.0− 41.0 Å, 44.0− 48.5 Å. We
chose these 4 spectral bands because these are the regions
where transitions from other abundant ions associated
with CV in plasma in collisional ionization, photoion-
ization, or hybrid-ionization equilibrium are expected to
produce significant opacity. To model the local continua
we used simple power-laws and, in the 23-28 Å spectral
range, we also included two negative Gaussians to model
the atomic OI transitions at z = 0 and at blazar red-
shift (Figure 1, bottom panel, magenta curves). Then we
added two hybrid-ionization components, at the redshift
of our tentative CV identifications. The model para-
maters are: temperature, equivalent H column density
and volume baryon density of the gas, the redshift of
the absorber, and its internal turbulence velocity. The
baryon volume density is used to define the relative con-
tribution of photoionization: lower the volume density,
higher the photo-ionization contribution from the sur-
rounding meta-galactic photons. This contribution is
highly degenerate with the temperature of the plasma,
and cannot be constrained independently in such qual-
ity data. We therefore fixed this parameter to a typ-
ical WHIM value of nb = 10−5cm−3 (overdensity of
∼ 50, compared to the average Universe density), for
both absorbers. We also froze the turbulent velocity to
vturb = 100 km s−1 (that of an unresolved line in HRC-
LETG data). Of the remaining three parameters, the
temperature and equivalent H column density of the ab-
sorbers, were left free to vary in the fit, but linked to a
common value in all the 4 spectral regions. Finally, the
redshifts of the two absorbers were set to the best fit val-
ues determined in previous section and left free to vary
within a conservatively estimated absolute wavelength

Zappacosta	  et	  al.	  2012	

Blazar	  H2356	  (z	  =	  0.17):	  
	  C	  V	  line	  at	  z	  =	  0.112	  (4.2σ)	

Chandra	  
LETG	

Search	  for	  Dark	  Baryons	Branchini	  et	  al.	  2009	
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DIOS	  and	  its	  grasp	  (SΩ)	

21	  Orbit:	  550	  km	  alMtude,	  
	  InclinaMon	  30°,	  period	  95	  min	  

4-‐reflecMon	  telescope	  and	  TES	  calorimeter	  array	  
ΔE	  <	  5	  eV,	  Energy	  range	  <	  2	  keV,	  F.O.V.	  =	  50×50	  arcmin2	  	  
Mechanical	  coolers	  are	  same	  as	  ASTRO-‐H	

ᑠᆺ⾨ᫍ DIOS (Diffuse Intergalactic Oxygen Surveyor) 
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DIOS:	  Expected	  spectrum	

The Astrophysical Journal, 734:91 (18pp), 2011 June 20 Takei et al.
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Figure 4. Top left: contours of constant gas mass fraction in phase-space, i.e., the fraction in unit log ρ and log T intervals. The gas density is normalized to its cosmic
mean (X-axis) and its temperature is in units of K (Y-axis). The plots considers only gas particles in the redshift slice 0.202 < z < 0.274 and with temperature T > 105 K.
Color-coded contours are drawn with respect to different values of the gas mass fraction, indicated in the color scale. Top right: same as the top left panel, but referring
to gas elements characterized by O vii + O viii line systems strong enough to be detected with 1 Ms observation with CRIS. Bottom panel: the probability distribution
function of the gas density obtained by merging the gas mass fraction in the ρ–T plane over its temperature. Black curve: all gas elements. Red dotted curve: gas
elements in which both O vii and O viii are above 5σ detection threshold of 0.07 photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1, corresponding to 1 Ms exposure with CRIS. Blue dashed
curve: same as the red dotted curve but referring to a 100 ks exposure with detection threshold of 0.48 photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1.

Table 1
Emission Line Detections

Model texp fline dNO vii/dz dNO viii/dz dNO vii+O viii/dz NO vii+O viii per deg2

B2 1.0 0.07 4.2 (3.1) 2.6 (1.9) 2.4 (1.6) 639 (426)
B2 0.1 0.48 2.1 (0.6) 1.5 (0.5) 1.1 (0.2) 293 (53)
B1 1.0 0.07 3.3 (1.6) 2.1 (1.0) 1.8 (0.7) 479 (186)
B1 0.1 0.48 1.4 (0.03) 1.1 (0.05) 0.7 (<10−3) 186 (0)

Notes. Column 1: WHIM model; Column 2: exposure time (Ms); Column 3: minimum line surface brightness
required for a 5σ detection (photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1); Column 4: expected number of O vii detections per resolution
element and unit redshift; Column 5: expected number of O viii detections per resolution element and unit redshift;
Column 6: expected number of simultaneous O viii and O viii detections per resolution element and unit redshift;
Column 7: expected number of simultaneous O viii and O viii detections per square degree due to gas within
z = 0.5. All estimates assume an angular resolution of 2.′6 × 2.′6. The numbers in parenthesis indicate lines
contributed by the WHIM.

and the redshift range of 0.202 < z < 0.274. The angular size
of each volume element is 2.′6 × 2.′6 (the angular resolution) in
Section 4.1 and 1.′3 × 1.′3 in Section 4.2. The depth of a volume
element is 3 Mpc (comparable to the energy resolution).

4.1. Density and Temperature of Detectable WHIM

The thermal state of the gas can be appreciated from the
phase-space diagram shown in the top left panel of Figure 4.
Color contours are drawn in correspondence of the same

gas mass fraction, indicated in the color scale. This plot is
analogous to the one shown in Figure 6 of Branchini et al.
(2009) with some important differences. First of all here we
only consider particles with T > 105 K that are potentially
relevant for the line emission. Second, this plot refers to
redshift slice 0.202 < z < 0.274, considerably narrower than
0 < z < 0.2, the one considered by Branchini et al. (2009).
Finally, and most important, the plot refers to gas density and
temperature averaged in the 2.′6 × 2.′6 × 3 Mpc volumes and
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Figure 1. Emission spectrum in a 2.′6 × 2.′6 area taken in a 1 Ms observation with Xenia CRIS, assuming an energy resolution ∆E = 1 eV. Black: sum of the Galactic
foreground and unresolved extragalactic background. The Galactic O vii triplet and the O viii Kα line at z = 0 are flagged. Red: contribution from the extragalactic
gas. The O vii and O viii lines at z = 0.033 are indicated in the plot.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the CRIS angular resolution (goal). For this purpose, we search
for emission lines in each of the 128×128×7 mock spectra us-
ing a two-step procedure. (1) We identify the O vii (triplet) and
O viii lines by searching for local maxima in the appropriate en-
ergy range of the spectrum. (2) We compute the SB of each line
by summing the flux over energy bins redward and blueward of
the line maximum and stop whenever the surface brightness SBth
in the bin drops below 7 × 10−3 photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1, which
is smaller than the typical line-detection threshold for a 1 Ms
observation with CRIS, as we will show Section 3.2. A simple
example serves to clarify the procedure. To identify O viii lines
produced in the redshift range z = [0, 0.065] we search for
local maxima in the energy range [0.613, 0.653] eV, where the
lower bound is the redshifted energy of an O viii photon emit-
ted at z = 0.065. The centroid of the line is identified with the
maximum and its intensity is obtained by summing over all con-
tiguous energy bins with SB above that of the selected threshold.
This strategy, which minimizes the chance contamination from
gas at different redshifts, cannot be applied to real spectra since
we lack the information of the redshift of the gas responsible
for the line emission. This effect is discussed in Section 6.1.

Detectable WHIM lines are rare and it is unlikely to find two
of them in the same mock spectrum. On the other hand, when
approaching the SB threshold, several weak emission lines start
to appear. They are typically clustered around stronger lines
and are thus likely to be physically associated to the same line-
emitting element. Therefore, all these lines would spoil line
statistics since they would oversample the same line-emitting
regions. To circumvent this problem, we have adopted a simple
criterion: we merge together all lines that are separated by a
number of energy bins smaller than some minimum amount
nbin. In our analysis, we have adopted nbin = 8 (corresponding
to 8 eV) after having checked that the number of lines with
0.1 photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 (strong enough to be hopefully
detected by next-generation instruments) depends neither on
nbin nor on SBth.

To confirm that our B2 model fulfills the current constraints
on the soft X-ray diffuse background, we have compared the
total SB predicted by the model in the [0.65, 1] keV band
with that measured by Hickox & Markevitch (2007a) after
removing the contribution from all known sources. According
to the model, the WHIM contribution to the SB contributed
is (3.6 ± 0.3) × 10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 deg−1, safely below the
observed value of (1.0 ± 0.2) × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 deg−1. The
more conservative B1 model, which predicts a lower SB is also
obviously in agreement with observations.

3.1. Line Statistics

After having identified all O vii and O viii emission lines in
the mock spectra, we can compute their cumulative number
per unit redshift as a function of the line SB. The top panel
of Figure 2 shows the case of the O vii triplet whose SB is
the sum of the three lines. The black continuous curves refer
to model B2 while the red dashed curves refer to model B1.
For each model, the upper curve accounts for the gas emission
from all gas particles along the line of sight and the lower curve
considers only the contribution from the “WHIM phase” (see
Section 2.1). In the B2 model, the lines contributed by the warm-
hot gas constitute a significant fraction of the total. However,
this fraction decreases with the SB of the lines. It ranges from
∼100% for the weakest line to ∼5% for the brightest one. This
result shows that the possibility of detecting the WHIM emission
lines increases when decreasing the line-detection threshold
and clearly illustrates the need for increasing the sensitivity
of next-generation instruments. Model B1 predicts ∼30% less
lines than model B2, as expected. The difference among the
models is almost independent of the line SB. For a reference line
SB of 0.1 photons s−1 cm−2 sr−1 (matching the typical detection
threshold for next-generation X-ray spectrometers as we will
show), the expected number of detected lines is of the order of
unity, indicating that the chance of multiple line detections in a
pixel is rather small.

5

GalacMc	  +	  BGD	

WHIM	  (z	  =	  0.033)	

5	  Ms	  (!)	  with	  DIOS	

Detectable	  fracMon	
Takei	  et	  al.	  2011	

l  Line-‐free	  energy	  ranges	  of	  MW	  emission	  give	  us	  windows	  in	  redshiX	  
space	  for	  WHIM	  detecMon	  

l  5	  deg	  ×	  5	  deg	  survey	  (1	  Ms	  ×	  30)	  plus	  one	  deep	  (5	  Ms)	  poinMng	  can	  be	  a	  
plan	
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Expected	  3D	  map	  at	  z	  =	  0.2	
Gas	  distribuMon	  at	  z	  =	  0.2	  
	  (Takei	  et	  al.	  2011)	  	

0.5	  –	  1	  Msec	  poinMng	  per	  posiMon.	  About	  30	  points	  mapped.	  
DIOS	  can	  pick	  up	  filaments	  and	  faint	  galaxy	  groups.	  
Overdensity ρ/<ρ>	  ~	  30	  is	  explored,	  revealing	  about	  30%	  of	  
baryons.	

OVII	  and	  OVIII	  simultaneous	  5σ
1	  Ms	  per	  1	  deg	  field	
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ASTRO-‐H	

•  Launch	  date	  is	  February	  12,	  2016	  
•  hCp://astro-‐h.isas.jaxa.jp/en/	  
•  Science	  white	  papers:	  
arXiv:1412.2351	  	  (introducMon)	  
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ASTRO-H is the first mission to 
carry out high resolution 
spectroscopy of extended objects 
at Fe-K

1. High Resolution Spectroscopy by a 
micro-calorimeter array

2. Wide Band /High Sensitivity 
Observation
0.3 keV - 600 keV : Four Instruments 
including Hard X-ray Focusing optics

 

CCD

Si/CdTe Compton Camera
XRT

Si/CdTe ImagerMicro Calorimeter

Mission	  overview	
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ASTRO-‐H	  Team	
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June21,	  2015	

ASTRO-‐H	  in	  thermal	  vacuum	  chamber	
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Microcalorimeters	  and	  dewar	
• X-‐ray	  micro-‐calorimeter	  spectrometer	  with	  energy	  
resoluMon	  beCer	  than	  7	  eV	  (FWHM)	  	  

• 6	  ×	  6	  array	  with	  3’	  ×	  3’	  field	  of	  view	  
• Operated	  at	  50	  mK	  

–  Nominal	  expected	  liquid	  He	  lifeMme	  3.3	  years	  

SXS	  detector	  assembly	   SXS	  dewar	  

5mm	  
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High	  resoluMon	  spectroscopy	



30	EWASS	  2012	  Roma	  July	  3rd	  

4CCD	  chips/62x62mm2	  	  Large	  FOV	  X-‐ray	  CCD	  (F.L.	  5.6	  m)	  

Field	  of	  view	  :	  38	  arcmin	  @6	  keV	  

Energy	  ResoluMon	  ~150	  eV	  

Coma cluster (ROSTA, S.L. Snowden)

DepleMon	  Layer	  ~200	  micron	  

Recent	  Progress	  
	  	  	  EM	  Model/	  
	  	  	  Thermal	  Balance	  Test	  
	  	  	  (2011/June)	  

SoX	  X-‐ray	  imager	
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micro	  
Calorimeter	  
	  Spectrum	  

Wide	  band	  
	  Spectrum	  

The	  Perseus	  Cluster:	  	  
Brightest	  extragalacMc	  extended	  	  
X-‐ray	  source	  with	  very	  strong	  Fe-‐K	  
line	  
X-‐ray	  image	  suggests	  turbulence	  or	  
gas	  moMon	  

Perseus	  cluster	  (r<2’,	  100ks)	  
Turbulence	  and	  temperature	  structure	  

1'	  =	  22	  kpc	

Turbulence	  in	  Perseus	  Cluster	

ASTRO-‐H	  WP	
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• With	  SXS,	  the	  velocity	  of	  maCer	  can	  be	  derived	  from	  the	  
energy	  shiX	  and	  width	  of	  emission	  lines	  

SXS	  spectra	  of	  a	  merging	  cluster	  A2256	  assuming	  
1000	  km/s	  difference	  in	  the	  line-‐of-‐sight	  velocity	  

A2256	  (two	  peaks)	  

T.	  Tamura+	  2011	  
Suzaku	  

SXS	  

A2256	  

1500	  km/s	  

XIS	  Chip	  

Cluster	  dynamics:	  Gas	  bulk	  moMon	  

Δv	  =	  1000	  km/s	  	  
80	  ksec	  x	  2	  
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Dynamics	  
（Turbulence,	  collisions)	  
Non-‐thermal	  emission	  
Temperature	  map	  
Heavy	  metal	  distribuMon	  

SXI FOV 
To	  the	  virial	  radius,	  and	  beyond	  
M.R.	  George	  et	  al.	  2009	  

低バックグランド広視野 
X線CCD観測 

Clusters	  of	  galaxies	

Centaurus	  cluster	  simulaMon:	  
very	  high	  metal	  abundance	  in	  
the	  center	
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Gas	  infall,	  ou�low,	  	  
collapse,	  collision,	  
explosion,	  jets	  ..	

Thermal	  equil.	  gas	

Shocks,	  ionizaMon,	  
recombinaMon,	  
photoionized,	  
charge	  exchange	  ...	

Dynamics	

Plasma	  process	

Final	  state	 Escaped	  gas,	  parMcles	

Gas	  moMon	

X-‐ray	  spectra	  with	  no-‐
thermal	  signatures	  	

Hard-‐X,	  
Gamma-‐rays,	  
Cosmic	  rays	

Microcalorimeters	

High-‐energy	  parMcles	

Thermal	  X-‐ray	  emission	

Plasma	  evoluMon	  and	  spectroscopy	



35	2010/06/30 SPIE Meeting, San Diego 

 ASTRO-H  - Synergy with other BIG missions  

ASTRO-H will be the only “General Observatory in X-ray” in the mid 2010’s. There is a world-
wide devoid of  future X-ray missions around 2016.An X-ray mission is indispensable to 
maximize the scientific yields expected by large radio, infrared, and optical missions. 
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ALMA   

(Energy) 

(Year) 2010 2012 2014 2016 

Herschel JWST 

Fermi 

High-resolution interferometer 
in the millimeter band. 

Radio 

Optical & 
infrared 

X-ray 

Gamma-ray 
All-sky survey Gamma-ray satellite 

Chandra, XMM-Newton 
(Suzaku) 

HESS/MAGIC/VERITAS/Cangaroo3 CTA/AGIS	  

MAXI 

AGILE 

INTEGRAL 

 
TeV: 1012 eV 

 
GeV: 109 eV 

キロ電子ボルト 
(keV: 103 eV) ASTRO-‐H	

NuSTAR	 eROSITA	

2018 

TMT	
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•  X-‐ray	  emission	  from	  clusters	  is	  a	  powerful	  probe	  in	  
constraining	  the	  cosmology	  independently	  from	  other	  
methods.	  

•  All	  sky	  survey	  with	  eROSITA	  will	  bring	  us	  detailed	  view	  of	  the	  
cluster	  evoluMon.	  

•  Microcalorimeters	  (on	  ASTRO-‐H	  and	  DIOS)	  are	  new	  powerful	  
instrument	  in	  measuring	  gas	  dynamics	  and	  (non)	  thermal	  
features.	  

•  ASTRO-‐H, with	  launch	  scheduled	  on	  February	  12,	  is	  a	  major	  
internaMonal	  observatory	  and	  an	  important	  jumping	  board	  for	  
future	  X-‐ray	  astronomy.	  

•  ASTRO-‐H	  Science	  White	  Papers	  (16	  papers)	  were	  released	  in	  
December	  2014	  
–  arXiv:1412.2351	  	  ASTRO-‐H	  White	  Paper	  –	  IntroducMon	  	  
–  ASTRO-‐H	  homepage:	  astro-‐h.isas.jaxa.jp	  

Summary	
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END	


